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The above position occurred in a match England v Turkey. The very fine English 

player Gaz Owen was Blue, and leading 5-3 in a 13-point match. Black has an 

obvious redouble. Should Gaz take? 

Non-Contact Positions 

Before we answer that question, we need to be able to adjust a pip-count to take into 

account the straggler. If Blue does not hit a shot he will waste time in moving around 

the board with his usual combination of 3-1s and 2-1s.  Let us start our analysis by 

looking at the winning chances in a position with an equal pip-count and no 

stragglers. 
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The pip-count for each side is 70, and this is the most efficient arrangement of the 15 

checkers for 70 pips. There is no straggler, and the winning chances for the player 

on roll are almost exactly 60% (60.08% for the perfectionist). We can estimate this 

well by using my simple formula 

P = 50%+[(1000+350L)/(R+7L+25)]% where R is the race length of the trailer, and L 

is the lead in pips. 

In this case that gives us 50%+(1000/95)% =60.52%. Pretty Close. 

This is a useful benchmark position, and is no double in a money game. Surprisingly, 

at 1-2 down in a 5-point match, this position is a redouble and wafer-thin pass 

(although only by 0.006). So it is a benchmark position for another reason. Let us 

change the Black position, keeping the pip count at 70 each, but giving Black a 

straggler on his 18 point. 
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So, we still have 70 pips each, but White’s winning chances have gone up to just 

over 66% (66.04% on a very long rollout). This equates to around 3 pips if there was 

no straggler, and is roughly equivalent to the following position: 
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So 70-73, and, just like our straggler position, around 66.5% wins. How does our 

formula do out of interest? It was: 

P = 50%+[(1000+350L)/(R+7L+25)]% where R is the race length of the leader, and L 

is the lead in pips. 

So, this time we have 50%+(1000+1050)/(119)% which is 67.22%. So, a slight 

overstatement of the winning chances, but good enough for practical purposes. 

So we can allow for the straggler in a very simple way. We add one quarter of the 

pips required to move the straggler into the home board. In the previous position, we 

had 12 straggler pips to get the straggler home, and we can add one quarter of that 

12 to get to a position which we are more familiar with. So, let us return to the 

original position and consider it as just a straggler position - which it is not. We 

repeat it for convenience: 
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Shot Equity 

Firstly we need to work out the take-point for White. If he passes, he trails 5-7 to 13 

which is 38.36%. If he takes and wins he is 100%; if he takes and loses he trails 11-5 

to 13 which is 12.46%. The risk-reward ratio, the three Rs of backgammon cube 

decisions, is 25.9%/(25.9%+61.64%) =29.59%. We should be able to work out at the 

table the take-point of 30%. We can use two different formulas. The Lamford formula 

and Janowski formula are very similar. The former is ME = 50% + 85*D/(T+6)%. My 

formula is ME = 50% + 5*D/(6*T+36)%. Interestingly Rick and I developed them 

separately in the same year. They are very close in accuracy. 

My formula gives 5-7 to 13 as 50% - 5*2/(48+36) = 38.1%.  

Rick’s would give 50% - 85*2/(14) = 37.86%. So a tiny victory for the Lamford 

formula here! 

If we just consider the pip-count in Gaz’s position above, we have Blue with a pip-

count of 29 and Black with a pip-count of 24. We would adjust for the extra checkers 

(by adding two pips for each extra checker), so we add 8 pips to Black. We need to 

add pips for Blue’s wastage on the ace-point, and a standard rule here is to add 2 

pips for each checker above two on the ace-point. And we need to add pips for the 

straggler. Our formula gives 19/4 which is 4.75 pips added for White. That gives an 

adjusted pip count for White of 37.75 and for Black of 32. That would be a massive 

pass, of course, but the contact favours Blue by a considerable margin. Not only can 



Blue hit a shot, but Black has to play some numbers like 3-1 and 2-1 without taking 

two men off.  

How do we adjust for this? Well we first need to work out the chances of Blue 

winning the race without a hit. Just on the formula we have 

50%+ (1000+350*5.75)/(32+40.25+25)% = 81% 

So, on the race alone, it would be a big pass. We can confirm this by adding a 
checker to the three point for Black when it is still a pass, despite the extra three pips 
and extra checker. However, there are a number of games in which Blue hits a shot, 
and the contact favours Blue. The following numbers leave a shot: 6-6, 5-5, 4-4, 3-3, 
6-5, 6-4, 6-3, 6-2, 6-1, 5-4, 5-3, 5-2, 5-1, 4-3, 4-2, 4-1.  A massive 28 numbers.  We 
can assume that Blue will hit 9 of these (to give a small allowance for Blue hitting a 
later shot). However, Black can come back and win, and Blue is only about a 70% 
favourite if he hits a shot, as Black can still hit back. The game breaks down into two 
types therefore. The games where Blue does not hit a shot, which accounts for 
around 75% of games. That contributes ¾*81% for Black, or 60.75%. Then there is 
the ¼ where Blue hits, where we will say that he is 30%.  That gives another 7.5% 
for Black, with a total winning chance of 68.25%. A very long rollout shows that Black 
wins 68.56%. If you got as close as 68.25% at the table, you could feel that you had 
done a good job! 

XG’s rollout 

 

Winning chances   

 Black 68.56%  

 Blue 31.44%  

    

Black’s cubeless equity   

 No redouble +0.371  

 Redouble +0.920  

    

Cubeful equities   

 No redouble +0.608 (-0.313) 

 Redouble / Take +0.920  

 Redouble / Pass +1.000 (+0.080) 

Best choice Redouble / Take  

 

Paul Magriel was once asked whether there was any mathematics in backgammon. 

He thought it was more judgement and knowledge than maths. I think he is partly 

right, but there are positions where some maths is needed, and straggler positions 

are very difficult to calculate. I hope I have not bored readers too much. There is one 

other benchmark position which I discovered which is useful: 
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This position (26-26) is almost exactly 70% cubeless for the player on roll, and is a 

very useful benchmark position. It is a tiny double for money, but not quite at 0-0 in a 

5-point match (although it is a double at 0-0 in longer matches). It is interesting to 

see how scores affect the cube action: 

0-0 No double/take 

1-0 Double/Take 

1-1 Double/Take 

0-1 No Double/Take 

2-0 Double/Take 

2-1 Double/Take 

2-2 Double/Take 

3-0 No Double/Take 

3-1 No Double/Take 

3-2 No Double Take 

3-3 Double/Pass 

2-3 Double/Take 



1-3 No Double/Take 

0-3 No Double/Take 

So, one can adjust for stragglers but even if you think the race is now even, it 

matters a great deal what the match score is, and whether the cube is live. And you 

can check out the above position with my formula as practice. You should get 

69.61% (the exact database figure is 69.95%). 

And what happened in our start position? Gaz Owen took and was writing down 13-3 

in his favour a few rolls later. Well done! 


